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KEY=DRUIDS - BUCK CURTIS
SKYBORN
Alone, on the run, and ﬁghting for her life. Sloane Murphy thought hiking the Grand Canyon alone after graduation would be an awesome adventure. Until she slips and starts to
plummet to her death. Then the unthinkable happens. She transforms into... a dragon. After ﬂying to safety and trying to convince herself she isn't having a mental breakdown, the
hunters come for her. She runs, somehow managing to stay one step ahead of them. Until her luck runs out. Now the hunters have her and they intend to kill, not capture. That's
when he comes for her. Logan Sharp is the last dragon shifter alive. Or so he thinks, until he gets word that the druids are hunting a red headed female. His team takes her in,
sheltering her because there is a truth she must learn: if the skyborn die out, then so does humanity. But Sloane is hiding a dark secret that she doesn't even know yet. A secret
that could change everything.*Recommended reading age 16+ due to language

MAGICTORN
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Sloane ﬁnds herself captured, and in the presence of the evil druid Ardan. It will take all her cunning trickery and help from friends in
order to break free. Now the real work begins. A war has begun and Sloane won't stop until it ends with her and Logan's happily ever after.

DREAM WARS
RISING
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A gripping story, of love, loss, and the ﬁght for humanity. My name is Kit Steele and I was ten years old when thousands of alien ships
landed all over the world in the year 2020. We thought for sure that we'd be goners, about to be obliterated or terraformed out of existence. But when the ship doors opened, they
were... empty. Maybe they were just communication vessels, we thought. But that night, when humanity fell asleep, we were sucked into an alternate dimension. The Dream Wars. A
place where the alien ghouls fed oﬀ of your body unless you fought back. If you're killed in the Dream War, your body dies on earth. That was ten years ago and I've been training
for the Dream War every night since then. Each time I close my eyes and drift oﬀ to sleep I become a merciless killer. Taking out as many ghouls as I can. It's earned me the rightful
title of Commander and now I protect the rich in their sleep with my team of warriors. But the one thing I didn't expect was that my new client Damien Striker might be able to put a
stop to this war, if I can keep him alive long enough. Meet the team: Commander Kit Steele - Carnivore, protector of billionaires, has a penchant for blue hair and anything sweet,
hates cats, despises the color pink, and loves 80's rock music. Medic Ronnie Sotto - Kit's best friend, graduated Harvard medical school at age 15, loves cats, favorite color pink, and
once did leg surgery on a cat in the dream war to save its life. Lieutenant Brisk Hutchins - Slept with Kit one time, is in love with Ronnie even though she turns him down because he
slept with Kit, pretends to like cats, has one of the highest ghoul kill records second to Kit, secretly loves old Britney Spears songs. Pyrotechnic expert Nox Lightfoot - nickname
'pretty boy', likes to light things on ﬁre, thinks cats are okay, would jump in front of a bus if it would bring bacon back and misses the times when the skies were ﬁlled with birds.
Maxine Cross - Miss USA runner up, has rage issues but won't go to anger management, is proudly promiscuous, and wouldn't be caught dead in the same room as a cat. She enjoys
dancing in the rain, ﬁrst kisses and killing ghouls. *This book is for upper YA/NA audience, beware of language.
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CHASING SHADOWS
From the hunters . . . to the hunted. When former CIA oﬃcer, Harper Brooks, joined an elite unit of special operators, her mission was to serve and protect, not to fall in love. But
Roman Riviera was like no one she’d ever met. Echo Four was the quiet one. A broody genius. And that intense and gorgeous Navy SEAL stole her heart. But would he also steal her
focus? Roman may have set his sights on Harper, but being together could prove fatal for the brilliant, witty woman he couldn’t stop thinking about—and he couldn’t risk her life for
love. After giving in to the intense attraction, Harper and Roman are desperate to save their friendship . . . until an operation goes awry, forcing them to question everything, even
each other. With Echo and Bravo Teams cornered by an unexpected threat, Roman must share his closely guarded secrets to protect the teams. But sometimes facing your demons
means having to become a devil in a three-thousand-dollar suit. In this risky game of cat-and-mouse, Roman and Harper will be tested like never before, and all bets are oﬀ the
table.

FALLEN ACADEMY
YEAR TWO
Family is everything to Brielle, so when she learns about an opportunity to free her mother from Demon City, she takes it. No matter how dangerous, Brielle will do anything to unite
her family in Angel City. All is going according to plan, until her brother's awakening ceremony. What he is... it shocks everyone, and he's sent away until he can get his powers
under control. Then Brielle loses someone precious to her and goes to great lengths to get them back, lengths Lincoln doesn't agree with. He thinks Brielle is too much of a risk
taker, too wild, and all he can do is try his best to protect her. But with untold powers rising inside of her, Brielle might go to a place that no one can bring her back from. Not even
Lincoln. Brielle needs to learn to ﬁght the darkness that threatens to take her over, because little by little, she's losing her light.

WARHAMMER FANTASY ROLEPLAY REALMS OF SORCERY
Black Library An indispensable and comprehensive sourcebook for games masters and players of the world-renowned Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay contains new adventures and
background information.

MATEFINDER
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Werewolves, facing the threat of extinction, desperately seek their mates to bear young. Aurora, a human far removed from the
supernatural world, is nearing her own end after being fatally injured in a car accident. Kai, an alpha werewolf, lurks in the nearby trees watching her bleed out. He chooses to save
her the only way he knows how, by changing her. Aurora struggles with her past as a domestic abuse survivor and the new dominating and violent lifestyle of a werewolf. No one is
prepared for what happens next. The tides turn in favor of the werewolves. The Mateﬁnder has been found, and she is more powerful than anybody ever imagined. But is she
prepared to be the most hunted werewolf in history?

THE SEVEN DEATHS OF EVELYN HARDCASTLE
WINNER OF THE COSTA FIRST NOVEL AWARD: A MIND BENDING, TIME BENDING MURDER MYSTERY
Bloomsbury Publishing Can you solve the mystery of Evelyn Hardcastle? WINNER OF THE COSTA FIRST NOVEL AWARD WINNER OF THE BOOKS ARE MY BAG NOVEL AWARD A
WATERSTONES THRILLER OF THE MONTH SHORTLISTED FOR THE SPECSAVERS NATIONAL BOOK AWARDS SHORTLISTED FOR THE BRITISH BOOK AWARDS DEBUT OF THE YEAR
LONGLISTED FOR THE THEAKSTON OLD PECULIER CRIME NOVEL OF THE YEAR Gosford Park meets Groundhog Day by way of Agatha Christie and Black Mirror – the most inventive
story you'll read Tonight, Evelyn Hardcastle will be killed ... Again It is meant to be a celebration but it ends in tragedy. As ﬁreworks explode overhead, Evelyn Hardcastle, the young
and beautiful daughter of the house, is killed. But Evelyn will not die just once. Until Aiden – one of the guests summoned to Blackheath for the party – can solve her murder, the day
will repeat itself, over and over again. Every time ending with the fateful pistol shot. The only way to break this cycle is to identify the killer. But each time the day begins again,
Aiden wakes in the body of a diﬀerent guest. And someone is determined to prevent him ever escaping Blackheath... SELECTED AS A BOOK OF THE YEAR BY THE GUARDIAN, I PAPER,
FINANCIAL TIMES AND DAILY TELEGRAPH AND CURRENTLY BEING ADAPTED BY NETFLIX INTO A SEVEN PART SERIES The mind-blowing new murder mystery from Stuart Turton, The
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Devil and the Dark Water, is OUT NOW.

MIDNIGHT KISSES
Nai expected the summons to Alpha Academy...but not this year.She's trained her entire life to lead her pack, and the elite school is where she'll receive the elemental magic that
distinguishes her as an alpha heir. But the four sexy guards sent to escort Nai are not only early-they're her sworn enemies. Then when she arrives at Alpha Academy, the Alpha
King is not happy to see her.And if that isn't enough...Mysterious magical marks pop up on her skin, outcast shifters keep attacking the school, and someone is trying to kill
her.There is no way things could get worse. No way.Until she meets her fated mate at a masquerade party...He's sexy as sin.An Alpha Heir.And completely and totally forbidden.If
you love YA fantasy, wolf-shifters, and enemies-to-lovers romance, get ready for a pulse-pounding story that will keep you riveted until the very last word.*Author note: This book is
not reverse harem (RH)

WORLD OF WARCRAFT: BEFORE THE STORM
Titan Books An all-new, oﬃcial prequel novel to The Battle for Azeroth, Blizzard Entertainment’s next expansion to the critically acclaimed World of Warcraft. In Before the Storm,
Anduin Wrynn, king of Stormwind, and Sylvanas Windrunner, warchief of the Horde, are new to their positions of power, both ascending before they were truly prepared. As the
Alliance and the Horde struggle to recover from the devastating war with the demonic Burning Legion, a terrible discovery will test both leaders, threatening to reignite the bitter
enmity between their factions and shake the very foundations of the world of Azeroth.

ARCANA MUNDI
MAGIC AND THE OCCULT IN THE GREEK AND ROMAN WORLDS : A COLLECTION OF ANCIENT TEXTS
MIDNIGHT KING
After a vicious battle for the crown, I'm now Alpha King. My brothers are safe, as is my mother, but my fated mate Nai Crescent is...Gone.In the middle of my coronation ceremony
she disappears.All signs point to a kidnapping, but the High Mage Realm is oﬀ limits for my kind.I'll be damned before I let anyone take her from me.Unfortunately, Nai's abduction
isn't my only problem.Between the outcast shifters, the lower class mages, and strange deaths in Dark Row, I struggle under the weight of royal responsibilities.The longer I rule,
the more I discover how dirty the high mages are playing... and how desperate they are for power.And I start to wonder if Nai was abducted, or if she left of her own free will. Was
fate wrong about us?Told from Courage "Rage" Midnight's POV, this fast-paced novella gives exclusive insight into the new Alpha King's heart and mind after Nai's disappearance.

BILLIONAIRE’S AMNESIA
Ownit Publishing LLC Being rich opens up the pleasures of the world. Women. Cars. Businesses. Money. What more could you want? The world is your oyster and you can act like a
jerk all you want. No one’s going to say a thing. Why would they? You’re in control. You’re the rising power. Until you’re not. When Elijah loses his memory from a motorcycle
accident, he can't remember anything, including his childhood or anything from his past. Apparently, he was a real pain in the ass before he had his accident. His older brother and
beautiful personal assistant step in to help him form a new life. A better life, but he has so many questions. Why doesn't his mother speak with him at all anymore? Why is his
brother so docile around him? Why are his employees timid and depressed when he walks in the room. Was he really the monster they’re all making him out to be? And even more…
will he wake up from his memory loss and become that guy again? At the end of the day, what’s important when you've lost everything? Nothing but the people who love you and
support you. For Elijah… that’s no one. But then he meets Kendall. Will she be able to love this man known for only caring for himself?

UNTAMED
Harlequin Books While on a mission Stanton Rourke suﬀers a head injury that robs him of his short term memory, leaving Clarisse Carrington in danger and heartbroken.
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FALLEN ACADEMY: YEAR ONE
Leia Stone LLC Brielle Atwater isn't sure of much, but she knows a few things: 1. Having black wings is not normal. 2. Selling her soul to the demons was a mistake. 3. Lincoln Grey is
the biggest jerk she's ever met ... but not falling in love with him might prove impossible. When angels fell from the sky to war with the demons that ravaged Earth, their combined
powers infected humanity. Now, the humans are assigned one of two fates, being either demon gifted or angel blessed. After wings sprout from Brielle's back at her awakening
ceremony, she's sure she's an angel blessed celestial. It's not until she sees black wings that she realizes something is terribly wrong. Having sold her contract at a young age to
save her father's life means she should be bound for Tainted Academy. That is, until a fallen angel unexpectedly ﬁghts for her to be accepted into Fallen Academy, the elite school
for those that inhabit Angel City. She's immediately matched with her impossibly handsome celestial teacher, Lincoln Grey. Laying eyes on him, her ﬁrst thought is that her time at
the academy might actually be fun, but this theory quickly fades when she and Lincoln clash on day one. To further prove her admission into Fallen Academy is cursed, the entire
school is thrown into chaos when an Abrus demon reveals that he knows Brielle's secret. Now, above all else, Lincoln must ﬁght to protect her. To his surprise, the only thing more
diﬃcult than trying to save her ... is trying not to fall for her.

MIDNIGHT TRUTH
Just when I thought my problems were over... Everything is at stake: my fated-mate bond, my family members' lives, even my freedom. High Mage Academy is nothing like I thought
it would be and getting back to Rage is my number one priority. On top of having to pass my initiation, I've come to ﬁnd out there is a darkness threatening both Shifter Island and
High Mage Island. We may just have to work together or all hope will be lost. Now if I can just sort the good guys from the bad guys, because right now, it seems I can't trust
anyone. Get ready for the epic conclusion to this series! It's full of pulse-pounding young adult fantasy adventure with twists and turns you won't see coming. Fated mates and
forbidden romance with a slow burn that will curl your toes. Shifter Island is everything you could want in a YA romantic fantasy series!

MATED GIRL
I ﬁnally made it out of the Dark Woods only to learn that Sawyer is in prison, our people are still at war, and the wolves are hiding underground. It will take every ounce of strength I
have in order to save our people, get my man back, and bring down the queen. I can't do this alone, and calling on an old friend proves to be the best decision I could ever make.
Nothing will keep me from my mate, not even the magical world's most high security prison. You will love the twists and turns in this epic conclusion to the bestselling Wolf Girl
series!

MIDNIGHT LIES
Nai thought nothing could be worse than Alpha Academy's midyear games...The ﬁrst few months of school weren't exactly easy: fated-mate from the rival clan, selkie attacks, and
that minor, aka huge, plot to kill her.But things seem to be going from bad to worse.After watching a loved one's horriﬁc death at the hands of the alpha king, Nai decides another
visit to Dark Row is in order. After all, a witch there knows the Keeper of Souls, and Nai wants her friend back.But the trip to the Realm of the Dead doesn't go quite as planned. Nai
discovers a family member has been keeping secrets-BIG secrets. Scratch that. Make that TWO family members-and LOTS of secrets.When Nai's negotiation skills land her and Rage
in a contract that is near impossible to meet, the consequences of success and failure are equally dire.Ah, hello, trouble!She's determined to bring her friend back from the dead and
still keep her mate, or die trying.One thing's for certain, nothing on Shifter Island will ever be the same.

OBSESSION (REGENCY LOVERS 2)
Carole Mortimer OBSESSION (Regency Lovers 2) is the 2nd book in Amazon #1 & USA Today Bestselling Author, Carole Mortimer’s, NEW Regency series, Regency Lovers. Author’s
note: The books in the Regency Lovers series are steaming hot! Three years ago Lord Alexander Stirling, younger brother of the Duke of Hawkwood, had been shocked to learn he
had been made the guardian of ﬁfteen-year-old Miss Amanda Fullerton, the daughter of a man he had once served with in the army. Having absolutely no room in his bachelor life
for a young ward Alex immediately enrolled Amanda into Miss Marchment’s School for Young Ladies, and apart from paying the school fees, had promptly forgotten about her.
Unfortunately, he has now received a letter from Miss Marchment informing him Amanda Fullerton is now past the age for continuing as a pupil at her school. The headmistress now
requires Alex’s instruction as to whether Amanda should remain at the school as one of the teachers or be returned to him. There was no question in Alex’s mind that Amanda
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Fullerton should remain at the school. Having spent the past three years languishing in the strict conﬁnes of Miss Marchment’s school Amanda had no intention of remaining there a
moment longer that she had to. Nor did she intend being forced to do so, by the headmistress, or the man who was her guardian but had not so much as visited her at the school
once nor requested she ever join him for the holidays. As far as Amanda is concerned Lord Alexander Stirling has avoided his responsibilities for quite long enough. She was
completely unprepared for the shock of arriving at Lord Stirling’s London home and ﬁnding him in bed with an equally naked and beautiful red-haired woman. Alex is furious at the
manner in which his ward has chosen to take it upon herself to arrive completely unannounced and uninvited at his residence in London. That anger is added to by his feeling
completely wrong-footed by the timing of Amanda ’s intrusion into that bachelor establishment. But having arrived, Amanda Fullerton refuses to leave, and without resorting to
actually physically removing her, Alex has no choice but to accept his beautiful and disobedient ward is here to stay. An acceptance that is immediately complicated by the
unexpected desire Alex quickly realizes he feels for his ward. When a series of “accidents” put Amanda’s life in danger Alex ﬁnds himself stepping up to the role of guardian and
protector when he would far rather be Amanda’s lover. Regency Lovers Series: INDECENT (Regency Lovers 1) OBSESSION (Regency Lovers 2) CRAVING (Regency Lovers 3) More
books to come in this HOT new Regency Series.

QUEEN HEIR
Arianna is a queen heir, at 20 years old she's now eligible for the crown of wolf shifters. Heirs are trained and groomed so that they're ready, should the queen perish. The Red
Queen has stood for a century and her power beyond reckoning, until she is murdered. Four heirs will now ﬁght for the crown. Let the summit begin.

ALPHA GIRL
Independently Published Leaving him was the hardest thing I've ever done, but I have to put our people ﬁrst. Werewolf City is at war and I'll do whatever it takes to turn the tides in
the wolves' favor, even if it means stepping up in my new role. The Paladins are a secretive people that I know nothing about. What I thought would be a quick trip into their lands
turns into a ﬁght for my life. The future Sawyer and I have dreamed of together threatens to crumble. I'm torn. Do I choose love and a sure future with the man of my dreams, or do I
follow my heart and save a dying people I know nothing about, no matter the cost? Either way I have to make it back to him; I can't imagine a life in which we don't exist together.

STEALING CONLEIGH
PART 1
Glenna Maynard Holden James is a thorn in my side. He's rude, conceited, and he's also my boyfriend's best friend. When Ezra suggested we move into together, I didn't know he
meant the three of us. Two's company and three is a crowd, at least that is what I thought…until one night changes everything. Conleigh Meyers is the last person I should want.
She's my best friend's girl, therefore untouchable. At least she was…until one night ignited a ﬁre in me that burns only for her. I try to stay away from her but it's impossible with
her room across the hall from mine. There's only one thing I can do…let her go. That's the idea anyway. However, fate has other plans. Search Terms: Love triangle, best friends,
betrayal, college romance, new adult, contemporary

UNTIL AVERY
A CARPINO SERIES CROSSOVER NOVELLA
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Dreams.I never had one. Never even knew what a dream was until a certain unassuming Carpino waltzed into my life. That day my
world tilted.It became unhinged. I might not have been a dreamer, but she was. She wrote the words missing from my life. Her notes ignited my heart. Her ﬂame lit up my
darkness.Her dreams became mine and I'd move heaven and earth to give them life. Especially when my past surfaced and threatened to kill every dream we had.Until Avery, I had
nothing. But I'm Link Forester. I'd ﬁght for her, for us, because right now, I have everything to lose. Warning: The author will have a dramatic ﬁt-Scarlett O'Hara style-if anyone
under the age of eighteen touches this book.
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WRATH OF THE GODS
#NeverTrustATitan Maisey thought the worst thing to happen to her was Insta shaming or a midnight shift at the Crab Shack. Until she got dragged into the world of the gods.Or
more speciﬁcally, the world of one very annoying, bad at sarcasm, sex on legs, Titan. Cronus was everything she never knew she wanted, or needed, in her life. And then he just
left.Left her alone, with no idea what's happening to the world, what's happening with the sins. Only someone miscalculated. Whether it was Cronus or the fates, there's no way
they can do this without Maisey. Turns out, she's the most important piece

THE DARK BITE
VAMPIRE HUNTER SOCIETY
Leia Stone LLC Vampires are the spawn of the devil. Evil to the core... or so I thought, until one of them saves my life. As a member of the House of Rose, a division of the Vampire
Hunter Society, I've got one of the highest kill records on ﬁle. I track my mark and don't stop until the job is done. That is, until my mark saves my life. Luka Drake isn't like the
vampires I've been hunting for the past ﬁve years, and despite the fact that he's a vampire prince fresh out of Magic City Prison for committing God knows what crime, I can't kill
him. My only other option is to walk away and pretend our paths never crossed. I'm about to pull it oﬀ but Luka pulls me back, and in the worst way possible, in a way that changes
everything. This is a full-length slow burn paranormal romance for readers that love Jaymin Eve, Linsey Hall and K.F. Breene.

WATER BLESSED
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Ocean lives in a world where water is scarce. Her village names all of their females after water, in hopes of gaining favor with the
Fates. For every 20 years a Water Blessed is chosen. Someone who can create water at will. Men take multiples water wives with the sole purpose of fetching water 10 miles away
from the dangerous and crowded well. When Ocean ﬁnds herself being auctioned oﬀ to the highest bidder, Seth, a royal knight, changes her life forever. But what the Fates have in
store for Ocean might prove too much and sometimes love isn't enough.

LOST GIRL
I've been kidnapped by vampires and Sawyer is under some love spell. Now I've got to traipse through the entire Magic Lands without getting killed to make it back to Werewolf
City... hopefully in one piece. Everything would have worked out as planned if Sawyer hadn't gone on another revenge killing spree in my honor. Now the entire magical world is at
war, and my True Mate and I are stuck in the middle of it. It's just another Monday.

EARTHBOUND
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform After ﬁnding out about her unique heritage, Sloane is taken under the wing of an Earth druid. She's told she must learn to control both
of her warring powers or they will consume her. She needs a special staﬀ, made just for her, to help channel her unique magic. The problem? It's only made by one very reclusive elf.
She and her team set oﬀ to hunt down this elf in hopes of controlling the dangerous power within her. But what she doesn't know is that she too is being hunted.

THE DARK BOND
VAMPIRE HUNTER SOCIETY
Independently Published Everything I thought I knew was a lie. The evil vampire spawn I'd hunted my entire life have turned out to be my only allies. Hidden away in Magic City, I've
promised to help support Luka as he competes to become King. The problem? I'm falling for him and he's engaged to be married. To get my mind oﬀ of my boy problem, Liv and I
band together with our allies to dig deeper into the betrayal of every hunter. What I ﬁnd shocks me to my core. With Luka's ﬁancé breathing down my neck, and hidden truths
bubbling to the surface daily, it will take every skill I have to stay alive.
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THE SURROGATE
A GRIPPING PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER WITH AN INCREDIBLE TWIST
Bookouture

THE MATEFINDER SERIES
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The complete trilogy in one volume! Werewolves, facing the threat of extinction, desperately seek their mates to bear young. Aurora,
a human far removed from the supernatural world, is nearing her own end after being fatally injured in a car accident. Kai, an alpha werewolf, lurks in the nearby trees watching her
bleed out. He chooses to save her the only way he knows how, by changing her. Aurora struggles with her past as a domestic abuse survivor and the new dominating and violent
lifestyle of a werewolf. No one is prepared for what happens next. The tides turn in favor of the werewolves. The Mateﬁnder has been found, and she is more powerful than anybody
ever imagined. But is she prepared to be the most hunted werewolf in history?

THE PRICE GUIDE TO THE OCCULT
Candlewick Press (MA) From the author of The Strange and Beautiful Sorrows of Ava Lavender comes a haunting maelstrom of magic and murder in the lush, moody Paciﬁc
Northwest. When Rona Blackburn landed on Anathema Island more than a century ago, her otherworldly skills might have beneﬁted friendlier neighbors. Guilt and fear instead led
the island's original eight settlers to burn "the witch" out of her home. So Rona cursed them. Fast-forward one hundred-some years: All Nor Blackburn wants is to live an
unremarkable teenage life. She has reason to hope: First, her supernatural powers, if they can be called that, are unexceptional. Second, her love life is nonexistent, which means
she might escape the other perverse side eﬀect of the matriarch's backﬁring curse, too. But then a mysterious book comes out, promising to cast any spell for the right price. Nor
senses a storm coming and is pretty sure she'll be smack in the eye of it. In her second novel, Leslye Walton spins a dark, mesmerizing tale of a girl stumbling along the path toward
self-acceptance and ﬁrst love, even as the Price Guide's malevolent author -- Nor's own mother -- looms and threatens to strangle any hope for happiness.

ATLAS OF CITIES
Princeton University Press Examines diﬀerent cities from all over the world and looks at their physical, economic, social, and political structure, as well as their relationships to each
other and where future urbanization might be headed.

UNTIL SUSAN
HAPPILY EVER ALPHA
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform From the world of NYT and USA Today bestselling author, Aurora Rose Reynolds. See how the Mayson clan began. You've read their
sons' stories, now it's James and Susan's turn. Experience the boom all over again in this action-packed novella of insta-love and suspense from Author CP Smith.

A SORROW FIERCE AND FALLING (KINGDOM ON FIRE, BOOK THREE)
Random House Books for Young Readers "A pinch of Potter blended with a drop of [Cassandra Clare's] Infernal Devices." --JUSTINE MAGAZINE "Plot twists so good they will leave you
reeling." --TRACI CHEE, New York Times bestselling author of The Reader IT'S TIME FOR HER POWER TO RULE. As Henrietta nervously awaits her marriage to Lord Blackwood, she
discovers that Sorrow-Fell is not a safe haven from the bloodthirsty Ancients. It's a trap. So with her friend Maria and Magnus, the young man who once stole her heart, at her side,
Henrietta plots a dangerous journey straight into the enemy's lair. Some will live. Some will die. All will be tested. In this stunning conclusion to the Kingdom on Fire series,
Henrietta must choose between the love from her past, the love from her present, and a love that could deﬁne her future. The fate of the kingdom rests on her decision: Will she fall
or rise up to become the woman who saves the realm? Praise for Jessica Cluess's A Shadow Bright and Burning, Kingdom on Fire, Book 1: "This is a novel that gives oﬀ light and
heat." --The New York Times "Vivid characters, terrifying monsters, and world building as deep and dark as the ocean." --VICTORIA AVEYARD, #1 New York Times bestselling author
of Red Queen "Devastatingly magical and monstrously romantic." --STEPHANIE GARBER, New York Times bestselling author of Caraval "Unputdownable. I loved the monsters, the
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magic, and the teen warriors who are their world's best hope! Jessica Cluess is an awesome storyteller!" --TAMORA PIERCE, #1 New York Times bestselling author

MEATLOAF AND MISTLETOE
A BELLS PASS NOVEL
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Shepard Lund: Age: 26 Looks: Tall, blond, and skinny Favorite Food: Meatloaf Status: Single, but secretly in love with his best friend
Ivy Lancombe: Age: 25 Looks: Short, chestnut brown, and buxom Favorite Food: Blackberry Pie Status: Single, but secretly in love with her best friend Shep has gone on more blind
dates than he can count, and he has a notebook full of stories to prove it. Ivy never makes it past the ﬁrst date, for reasons only she understands. Together, they're the biggest
dating disasters of Bells Pass. This Christmas, the people of Bells Pass, Michigan have a plan to show Ivy and Shep you can't ignore their hearts' desires. It's going to take an old
spinster, an infamous diner, a mysterious man, and a hefty dose of Christmas wishing to get them under the mistletoe. Once there, they'll let good old Christmas magic do the rest.

BREATH OF MALICE
Montlake Romance FBI special agent Paige Carson hoped she'd be able to start a new life in small-town South Carolina. But when a senator's sister is murdered and a blank postcard
is left next to the body, Paige realizes that a killer from her past has found her--and is sending her a very personal message. From the moment he hired her, FBI special agent in
charge Sam McKade knew Paige was hiding something. Prompted by this recent threat, she ﬁnally opens up: one year ago, she caught the eye of suspected serial killer Todd
Thames. Now he's come back to pull her into his game, whether she wants to play or not. As the danger increases, Paige and Sam give in to their growing attraction, and he vows to
protect her no matter the cost. But the murderer will stop at nothing to get to his intended prey, and the strong arm of the law--and the shelter of her new love--may not be enough
to save her.

MAGIC SIGHT
Supernatural Bounty Hunters When Evie found out she was knocked up with the local werewolf alpha's baby, she thought life couldn't get more complicated. Of course, she was
wrong. It turns out she's a kitsune, and along with that rare gift comes untold powers and responsibilities-most of which she'd rather do without. She's the sole guardian of a broken
gate to the Underworld, and all sorts of monstrous creatures are oozing out of it-the kind that think humans are a light snack.As if that weren't bad enough, Evie has 48 hours to
bring in a siren who's on the Supernatural Bounty Hunters' most wanted list and who started this whole ﬁasco in the ﬁrst place. What could go wrong? Knowing Evie's luck, a whole
hell of a lot...*18 and up recommended reading age. Sexy times and cussing are sure to be found in this series.

A CONVENIENT BRIDE FOR THE SOLDIER
Harlequin Bought for Ten Thousand Pounds! Ex-soldier Frederick Challenger may own a share of London’s most secret gentlemen’s club, but he has long since stopped sampling its
delights…until a beautiful woman auctions her innocence. Georgiana Knight’s plan had been to lure in a villain, but instead she’s trapped the devil himself. And now, to protect her
reputation, she must marry him! But if Frederick has hopes of taming this temptress, he’ll have to think again… The Society of Wicked GentlemenThe hour is late and the stakes are
high

RELEASING THE GODS
It all started with a dare. A single dare on Maisey Parker's twenty ﬁrst birthday and her entire life changed. One second she was getting drunk with her friends, and the next she
was climbing a cliﬀ, cutting her hand, and accidentally oﬀering a blood sacriﬁce that opened a thousand year old prison. A prison that contained the only living Titan. One too
powerful to kill. One that wants nothing to do with being attached to Maisey. Cronus has an old score to settle with the Greek Pantheon. Lucky she has some sick days saved up at
work, because Maisey is dragged along whether she likes it or not. A decision Cronus no doubt regretted right around the time she makes a colossal mistake, unleashing an untold
evil on the world.Now they're in a race against the clock to resurrect the other Titans, the only beings who can contain the evil. They're the world's last hope. And Maisey's.
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